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ContributorsINTRODUCTIONCITY OF ANGELS & DEMONSI write crime novels now, but for a
decade before that I was a reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Although I’m a native, there are
still places I don’t know and the landscape changes at such warp speed that it’s impossible to
keep up. Journalism gave me a passport to excavate the city’s layers, nose behind the scenes,
and interview everyone who wanted to talk and many who didn’t.Walking into the newsroom
each morning, I never knew whether I’d face a triple homicide at South Pasadena High, a
celebrity stalking in Malibu, or a brown bear that lumbered down from the San Gabriel
Mountains to splash in someone’s pool. The city was mythic and alive, pulsing with a thousand
short stories unfolding all at once, tales of heartbreak and triumph, survival despite incredible
odds and tragedy so horrifying it could have come straight from the ancient Greeks.Each night
when I got home, the voices of Los Angeles played like a broken tape loop in my brain. As time
passed, I began to yearn to tell these stories unfettered by the constraints of journalism.
Eventually I left the paper and started writing fiction. And if my books have a noir sensibility, well,
it’s a long and hallowed tradition among the city’s writers. L.A.’s just a noir place.So when
Akashic Books publisher Johnny Temple asked if I’d be willing to edit an anthology of new fiction
called Los Angeles Noir as part of the Akashic Noir Series, my first thought was that it was a
great idea but surely someone had already done it. To my surprise, no one had. There’s a tabloid
photo book with that title and a noir cinema book. But what you hold in your hands is the first
collection of Los Angeles noir fiction that we know of.I think you’ll agree that it’s about time. Los
Angeles is the birthplace of all things noir, starting with the Depression and World War II—era
films that oozed an edgy fatalism and sexy recklessness mirroring the social anxiety of the times.
Many of film noir’s architects were refugees from Hitler’s Europe, steeped in Expressionism and
existential despair, and they brought that sensibility to the shadows, silhouettes, urban
labyrinths, and hard-boiled plots of their movies. Over time, this narrative style infiltrated our



waking lives and even our dreams, helping to define how we see the city and to shape the
stories we tell about ourselves.More than a half-century later, Hollywood continues to cast a
giant shadow. Maybe it’s the seductive blur of artifice and reality, the possibility of shucking off
the past like last year’s frock and reinventing yourself beyond your wildest dreams. Maybe it’s the
desperation that descends when the dream goes sour, the duplicity that lurks behind the beauty,
the rot of the jungle flowers, the riptides off the sugar sand beaches that carry away the
unwary.Writers like James Cain, Dorothy B. Hughes, Nathanael West, Chester Himes, and
Raymond Chandler understood both the hope and the terror that Los Angeles inspires, and they
harnessed this duality to create their masterpieces. Hollywood, always a dowsing rod of the
culture, reflected it back to the world through film. Even essayists from Carey McWilliams to
Joan Didion to Mike Davis gave us prose about Los Angeles that’s shot through with noir
imagery. When you consider the earthquakes, the fires, the mud slides, the riots, the poverty, the
glamour, the wealth, the crime, the crackpots, the cults, the gangs, the scandals, perhaps it’s
inevitable.Of course, Los Angeles has changed beyond recognition since Philip Marlowe stalked
the mean streets. Today’s suburbs were orange groves in Chandler’s day, and many of the ethnic
enclaves that make the city such a vibrant Pacific Rim megalopolis hadn’t yet taken root. But the
noir essence of Los Angeles never really went away, it just morphed into something more
colorful and polyglot. Twenty-first-century L.A. is more noir than ever, a surreal sprawl where the
First World and the Third World live cheek by jowl and people are connected across lines of race
and class and geography, especially when crime, secrets, and passion intersect.With Los
Angeles Noir, we’ve brought you the ethos of Chandler and Cain filtered through a contemporary
lens, showcasing some of the most innovative and celebrated writers working today. Open these
pages and you’ll embark on a literary travelogue that stretches from the mountains through the
hardscrabble flats to the barrios and middle-class suburbs, the mansions of the wealthy, and the
shores of the Pacific Ocean where we finally run out of continent. The breadth of talent on
display is as exciting and diverse as the city itself.We’ve got National Book Award finalist Susan
Straight writing about a group of Rio Seco characters who wash up at a Downtown L.A. bar
called the Golden Gopher. Janet Fitch takes us inside a Los Feliz love triangle that evokes the
movie Sunset Boulevard, millennial style. Michael Connelly dreams up a classic noir story set on
iconic Mulholland Drive, which “rode like a snake” along the city’s backbone, and Robert
Ferrigno’s Yancy delivers a soliloquy about a heist gone terribly wrong in Belmont Shore. Neal
Pollack visits a gambling casino in the City of Commerce, where a mafioso and his thuggish
bodyguards await the unlucky. Los Angeles Noir also marks the fiction debut of KPCC host, NPR
commentator, and L.A. Times columnist Patt Morrison, who weighs in with a sly, Celia Brady—
like romp through old Beverly Hills, where losing the best table at a top restaurant is akin to a
dagger through the heart anywhere else.There are newer talents as well, like Naomi Hirahara,
whose tale of obsession set in a Koreatown day spa evokes Patricia Highsmith. Many of these
stories overlap and layer like the city itself, ending, in true L.A. commuter style, far from where
they began. The protagonist in Gary Phillips’s story ticks off the changes in his neighborhood—a



bar on Wilshire now engulfed by Koreatown, the Ambassador Hotel where Robert F. Kennedy
was shot falling to the wrecker’s ball, his own Mid-City streets invaded by cacti-planting,
Southwest-decorating homeowners—as if to ground himself amidst an ever-shifting reality. Brian
Ascalon Roley’s working-class Mar Vista families watch uneasily as yuppies build three-story
glass-and-steel lofts.This anthology also conjures up fictional landmarks straight out of our
collective unconsciousness. When Emory Holmes II describes the Château Rouge, a ten-story
black marble curvilinear structure on Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard built by L.A. architect Paul
Williams that “looked like a fat stack of bop records ready to be played,” we think, Oh yeah, that
place. If it doesn’t exist, it should.But then, Los Angeles has never been defined by physical
geography—it’s a grab bag of ethnic clusters, neighborhoods, communities, subcultures. A state
of mind. Lienna Silver’s world of Russian immigrants who carry memories of their homeland like
a snail’s shell and Christopher Rice’s tale of two young gay men nearing the end of a relationship
might take place on different planets instead of four miles apart. And Beverly Hills, West
Hollywood, San Marino, Commerce, and Belmont Shores aren’t even in L.A. proper, but they’re
part of the recombinant DNA that is helping Los Angeles evolve into something so new we can’t
even imagine what it will look like five years from now.What we can be sure of is that it will
remain a funhouse mirror reflecting back into infinity, and that we’ll glimpse bits that look
frighteningly familiar. Jack Nicholson’s Jake Gittes wouldn’t recognize the Chinatown of Jim
Pascoe’s story—whose tiny crooked alleys now house hipster bars and art galleries—but he’d
sense the same edgy despair. Diana Wagman captures the eerie dislocation of Westchester, a
1950s model suburb under the shadow of LAX airport where body parts might rain from the sky.
The detective in Héctor Tobar’s story is obsessed with the damage done by kids with guns. Soon
after Tobar turned in his story, a fourteen-year-old boy in L.A. shot and killed an eleven-year-old
over a bike.Tobar’s story is set in working-class East Hollywood and his Armenianand Mexican-
American detective duo reminisce about the moldering movie star photos of famous alums at
their alma mater, Hollywood High. When the authors in this collection write about The Industry,
they refract it through an oblique angle—Janet Fitch’s ’70s actress hiding away in a decaying
Los Feliz mansion; Scott Phillips’s sexy Valley cocktail waitress whose claim to fame lies in the
title, “The Girl Who Kissed Barnaby Jones”; Morrison’s security chief for the studios who
quashed the story about the producer bludgeoned by his own jewel-encrusted dildo.These are
stories that begin after the tourists go home and the klieg lights turn off. It’s the city examining
itself through a gritty, glamorous, tawdry, and desperate lens and finding grifters, gamblers,
newly arrived immigrants, thirdgeneration bluebloods, confused kids, millionaires, has-been
actors, murderers, meth addicts, and traitors of the heart.It’s impossible to distill L.A. into one
noir story. That’s why we’ve brought you seventeen. Los Angeles Noir creates a kaleidescopic
template for what it means to live and die in L.A. today. Read. Shudder. Enjoy.Denise
HamiltonLos AngelesMarch 2007PART IPOLICE & THIEVESMULHOLLAND DIVEBY MICHAEL
CONNELLYMulholland DriveBurning flares and flashing red and blue lights ripped the night
apart. Clewiston counted four black-and-whites pulled halfway off the roadway and as close to



the upper embankment as was possible. In front of them was a firetruck and in front of that was a
forensics van. There was a P-one standing in the middle of Mulholland Drive ready to hold up
traffic or wave it into the one lane that they had open. With a fatality involved, they should have
closed down both lanes of the road, but that would have meant closing Mulholland from Laurel
Canyon on one side all the way to Coldwater Canyon on the other. That was too long a stretch.
There would be consequences for that. The huge inconvenience of it would have brought
complaints from the rich hillside homeowners trying to get home after another night of the good
life. And nobody stuck on midnight shift wanted more complaints to deal with.Clewiston had
worked Mulholland fatals several times. He was the expert. He was the one they called in from
home. He knew that whether the identity of the victim in this case demanded it or not, he’d have
gotten the call. It was Mulholland, and the Mulholland calls all went to him.But this one was
special anyway. The victim was a name and the case was going five-by-five. That meant
everything about it had to be squared away and done right. He had been thoroughly briefed over
the phone by the watch commander about that.He pulled in behind the last patrol car, put his
flashers on, and got out of his unmarked car. On the way back to the trunk, he grabbed his
badge from beneath his shirt and hung it out front. He was in civies, having been called in from
offduty, and it was prudent to make sure he announced he was a detective.He used his key to
open the trunk and began to gather the equipment he would need. The P-one left his post in the
road and walked over.“Where’s the sergeant?” Clewiston asked.“Up there. I think they’re about to
pull the car up. That’s a hundred thousand dollars he went over the side with. Who are
you?”“Detective Clewiston. The reconstructionist. Sergeant Fairbanks is expecting me.”“Go on
down and you’ll find him by the—Whoa, what is that?”Clewiston saw him looking at the face
peering up from the trunk. The crash test dummy was partially hidden by all the equipment
cluttering the trunk, but the face was clear and staring blankly up at them. His legs had been
detached and were resting beneath the torso. It was the only way to fit the whole thing in the
trunk.“We call him Arty,” Clewiston said. “He was made by a company called Accident
Reconstruction Technologies.”“Looks sort of real at first,” the patrol officer said. “Why’s he in
fatigues?”Clewiston had to think about that to remember.“Last time I used Arty, it was a
crosswalk hit-and-run case. The vic was a marine up from El Toro. He was in his fatigues and
there was a question about whether the hitter saw him.” Clewiston slung the strap of his laptop
bag over his shoulder. “He did. Thanks to Arty we made a case.”He took his clipboard out of the
trunk and then a digital camera, his trusty measuring wheel, and an eight-battery Maglite. He
closed the trunk and made sure it was locked.“I’m going to head down and get this over with,” he
said. “I got called in from home.”“Yeah, I guess the faster you’re done, the faster I can get back
out on the road myself. Pretty boring just standing here.”“I know what you mean.”Clewiston
headed down the westbound lane, which had been closed to traffic. There was a mist clinging in
the dark to the tall brush that crowded the sides of the street. But he could still see the lights and
glow of the city down to the south. The accident had occurred in one of the few spots along
Mulholland where there were no homes. He knew that on the south side of the road the



embankment dropped down to a public dog park. On the north side was Fryman Canyon and the
embankment rose up to a point where one of the city’s communication stations was located.
There was a tower up there on the point that helped bounce communication signals over the
mountains that cut the city in half.Mulholland was literally the backbone of Los Angeles. It rode
like a snake along the crest of the Santa Monica Mountains from one end of the city to the other.
Clewiston knew of places where you could stand on the white stripe and look north across the
vast San Fernando Valley and then turn around and look south and see across the west side
and as far as the Pacific and Catalina Island. It all depended on whether the smog was
cooperating or not. And if you knew the right spots to stop and look.Mulholland had that top-of-
the-world feel to it. It could make you feel like the prince of a city where the laws of nature and
physics didn’t apply. The foot came down heavy on the accelerator. That was the contradiction.
Mulholland was built for speed but it couldn’t handle it. Speed was a killer.As he came around
the bend, Clewiston saw another firetruck and a tow truck from the Van Nuys police garage. The
tow truck was positioned sideways across the road. Its cable was down the embankment and
stretched taut as it pulled the car up. For the moment, Mulholland was completely closed.
Clewiston could hear the tow motor straining and the cracking and scraping as the unseen car
was being pulled up through the brush. The tow truck shuddered as it labored.Clewiston saw the
man with sergeant’s stripes on his uniform and moved next to him as he watched.“Is he still in
it?” he asked Fairbanks.“No, he was transported to St. Joe’s. But he was DOA. You’re Clewiston,
right? The reconstructionist.”“Yes.”“We’ve got to handle this thing right. Once the ID gets out,
we’ll have the media all over this.”“The captain told me.”“Yeah, well, I’m telling you too. In this
department, the captains don’t get blamed when things go sideways and off the road. It’s always
the sergeants and it ain’t going to be me this time.”“I get it.”“You have any idea what this guy was
worth? We’re talking tens of millions, and on top of that he’s supposedly in the middle of a
divorce. So we go five by five by five on this thing. Comprende, reconstructionist?”“It’s Clewiston
and I said I get it.”“Good. This is what we’ve got. Single car fatality. No witnesses. It appears the
victim was heading eastbound when his vehicle, a two-month-old Porsche Carrera, came
around that last curve there and for whatever reason didn’t straighten out. We’ve got treads on
the road you can take a look at. Anyway, he went straight off the side and then down, baby. Major
head and torso injuries. Chest crushed. He pretty much drowned in his own blood before the FD
could get down to him. They stretchered him out with a chopper and transported him anyway.
Guess they didn’t want any blowback either.”“They take blood at St. Joe’s?”Fairbanks, about
forty and a lifer on patrol, nodded. “I am told it was clean.”There was a pause in the conversation
at that point, suggesting that Clewiston could take whatever he wanted from the blood test. He
could believe what Fairbanks was telling him or he could believe that the celebrity fix was
already in.The moonlight reflected off the dented silver skin of the Porsche as it was pulled up
over the edge like a giant beautiful fish hauled into a boat. Clewiston walked over and Fairbanks
followed. The first thing Clewiston saw was that it was a Carrera 4S. “Hmmmm,” he
mumbled.“What?” Fairbanks said.“It’s one of the Porsches with four-wheel drive. Built for these



sort of curves. Built for control.”“Well, not built good enough, obviously.”Clewiston put his
equipment down on the hood of one of the patrol cars and took his Maglite over to the Porsche.
He swept the beam over the front of the high-performance sports car. The car was heavily
damaged in the crash and the front had taken the brunt of it. The molded body was badly
distorted by repeated impacts as it had sledded down the steep embankment. He moved in
close and squatted by the front cowling and the shattered passenger-side headlight
assembly.He could feel Fairbanks behind him, watching over his shoulder as he worked.“If there
were no witnesses, how did anybody know he’d gone over the side?” Clewiston
asked.“Somebody down below,” Fairbanks answered. “There are houses down there. Lucky this
guy didn’t end up in somebody’s living room. I’ve seen that before.”So had Clewiston. He stood
up and walked to the edge and looked down. His light cut into the darkness of the brush. He saw
the exposed pulp of the acacia trees and other foliage the car had torn through.He returned to
the car. The driver’s door was sprung and Clewiston could see the pry marks left by the jaws
used to extricate the driver. He pulled it open and leaned in with his light. There was a lot of
blood on the wheel, dashboard, and center console. The driver’s seat was wet with blood and
urine.The key was still in the ignition and turned to the on position. The dashboard lights were
still on as well. Clewiston leaned further in and checked the mileage. The car had only 1,142
miles on the odometer.Satisfied with his initial survey of the wreck, he went back to his
equipment. He put the clipboard under his arm and picked up the measuring wheel. Fairbanks
came over once again. “Anything?” he asked.“Not yet, sergeant. I’m just starting.”He started
sweeping the light over the roadway. He picked up the skid marks and used the wheel to
measure the distance of each one. There were four distinct marks, left as all four tires of the
Porsche tried unsuccessfully to grip the asphalt. When he worked his way back to the starting
point, he found scuff marks in a classic slalom pattern. They had been left on the asphalt when
the car had turned sharply one way and then the other before going into the braking skid.He
wrote the measurements down on the clipboard. He then pointed the light into the brush on
either side of the roadway where the scuff marks began. He knew the event had begun here and
he was looking for indications of cause.He noticed a small opening in the brush, a narrow
pathway that continued on the other side of the road. It was a crossing. He stepped over and put
the beam down on the brush and soil. After a few moments, he moved across the street and
studied the path on the other side.Satisfied with his site survey, he went back to the patrol car
and opened his laptop. While it was booting up, Fairbanks came over once again.“So, how’z it
look?”“I have to run the numbers.”“Those skids look pretty long to me. The guy must’ve been
flying.”“You’d be surprised. Other things factor in. Brake efficiency, surface, and surface
conditions—you see the mist moving in right now? Was it like this two hours ago when the guy
went over the side?”“Been like this since I got here. But the fire guys were here first. I’ll get one
up here.”Clewiston nodded. Fairbanks pulled his rover and told someone to send the first
responders up to the crash site. He then looked back at Clewiston.“On the way.”“Thanks. Does
anybody know what this guy was doing up here?”“Driving home, we assume. His house was in



Coldwater and he was going home.”“From where?”“That we don’t know.”“Anybody make
notification yet?”“Not yet. We figure next of kin is the wife he’s divorcing. But we’re not sure
where to find her. I sent a car to his house but there’s no answer. We’ve got somebody at Parker
Center trying to run her down—probably through her lawyer. There’s also grown children from
his first marriage. They’re working on that too.”Two firefighters walked up and introduced
themselves as Robards and Lopez. Clewiston questioned them on the weather and road
conditions at the time they responded to the accident call. Both firefighters described the mist as
heavy at the time. They were sure about this because the mist had hindered their ability to find
the place where the vehicle had crashed through the brush and down the embankment.“If we
hadn’t seen the skid marks, we would have driven right by,” Lopez said.Clewiston thanked them
and turned back to his computer. He had everything he needed now. He opened the Accident
Reconstruction Technologies program and went directly to the speed and distance calculator.
He referred to his clipboard for the numbers he would need. He felt Fairbanks come up next to
him.“Computer, huh? That gives you all the answers?”“Some of them.”“Whatever happened to
experience and trusting hunches and gut instincts?”It wasn’t a question that was waiting for an
answer. Clewiston added the lengths of the four skid marks he had measured and then divided
by four, coming up with an average length of sixty-four feet. He entered the number into the
calculator template.“You said the vehicle is only two months old?” he asked
Fairbanks.“According to the registration. It’s a lease he picked up in January. I guess he filed for
divorce and went out and got the sports car to help him get back in the game.”Clewiston ignored
the comment and typed 1.0 into a box marked B.E. on the template.“What’s that?” Fairbanks
asked.“Braking efficiency. One-oh is the highest efficiency. Things could change if somebody
wants to take the brakes off the car and test them. But for now I am going with high efficiency
because the vehicle is new and there’s only twelve hundred miles on it.”“Sounds right to
me.”Lastly, Clewiston typed 9.0 into the box marked C.F. This was the subjective part. He
explained what he was doing to Fairbanks before the sergeant had to ask.“This is coefficient of
friction,” he said. “It basically means surface conditions. Mulholland Drive is asphalt base, which
is generally a high coefficient. And this stretch here was repaved about nine months ago—again,
that leads to a high coefficient. But I’m knocking it down a point because of the moisture. That
mist comes in and puts down a layer of moisture that mixes with the road oil and makes the
asphalt slippery. The oil is heavier in new asphalt.”“I get it.”“Good. It’s called trusting your gut
instinct, sergeant.”Fairbanks nodded. He had been properly rebuked.Clewiston clicked the enter
button and the calculator came up with a projected speed based on the relationship between
skid length, brake efficiency, and the surface conditions. It said the Porsche had been traveling
at 41.569 miles per hour when it went into the skid.“You’re kidding me,” Fairbanks said while
looking at the screen. “The guy was barely speeding. How can that be?”“Follow me, sergeant,”
Clewiston said.Clewiston left the computer and the rest of his equipment, except for the
flashlight. He led Fairbanks back to the point in the road where he had found the slalom scuffs
and the originating point of the skid marks.“Okay,” he said. “The event started here. We have a



single car accident. No alcohol known to be involved. No real speed involved. A car built for this
sort of road is involved. What went wrong?”“Exactly.”Clewiston put the light down on the scuff
marks.“Okay, you’ve got alternating scuff marks here before he goes into the skid.”“Okay.”“You
have the tire cords indicating he jerked the wheel right initially and then jerked it left trying to
straighten it out. We call it a SAM—a slalom avoidance maneuver.”“A SAM. Okay.”“He turned to
avoid an impact of some kind, then overcorrected. He then panicked and did what most people
do. He hit the brakes.”“Got it.”“The wheels locked up and he went into a skid. There was nothing
he could do at that point. He had no control because the instinct is to press harder on the
brakes, to push that pedal through the floor.”“And the brakes were what were taking away
control.”“Exactly. He went over the side. The question is why. Why did he jerk the wheel in the
first place? What preceded the event?”“Another car?”Clewiston nodded. “Could be. But no one
stopped. No one called it in.”“Maybe …” Fairbanks spread his hands. He was drawing a
blank.“Take a look here,” Clewiston said.He walked Fairbanks over to the side of the road. He put
the light on the pathway into the brush, drawing the sergeant’s eyes back across Mulholland to
the pathway on the opposite side. Fairbanks looked at him and then back at the path.“What are
you thinking?” Fairbanks asked.“This is a coyote path,” Clewiston said. “They come up through
Fryman Canyon and cross Mulholland here. It takes them to the dog park. They probably wait in
heavy brush for the dogs that stray out of the park.”“So your thinking is that our guy came around
the curve and there was a coyote crossing the road.”Clewiston nodded. “That’s what I’m thinking.
He jerks the wheel to avoid the animal, then overcompensates, loses control. You have a slalom
followed by a braking skid. He goes over the side.”“An accident, plain and simple.” Fairbanks
shook his head disappointedly. “Why couldn’t it have been a DUI, something clear cut like that?”
he asked. “Nobody’s going to believe us on this one.”“That’s not our problem. All the facts point
to it being a driving mishap. An accident.”Fairbanks looked at the skid marks and nodded. “Then
that’s it, I guess.”“You’ll get a second opinion from the insurance company anyway,” Clewiston
said. “They’ll probably pull the brakes off the car and test them. An accident means double
indemnity. But if they can shift the calculations and prove he was speeding or being reckless, it
softens the impact. The payout becomes negotiable. But my guess is they’ll see it the same way
we do.”“I’ll make sure forensics photographs everything. We’ll document everything six ways
from Sunday and the insurance people can take their best shot. When will I get a report from
you?”“I’ll go down to Valley Traffic right now and write something up.”“Good. Get it to me. What
else?”Clewiston looked around to see if he was forgetting anything. He shook his head. “That’s it.
I need to take a few more measurements and some photos, then I’ll head down to write it up.
Then I’ll get out of your way.”Clewiston left him and headed back up the road to get his camera.
He had a small smile on his face that nobody noticed.Clewiston headed west on Mulholland
from the crash site. He planned to take Coldwater Canyon down into the Valley and over to the
Traffic Division office. He waited until the flashing blue and red lights were small in his rearview
mirror before flipping open his phone. He hoped he could get a signal on the cheap throwaway.
Mulholland Drive wasn’t always cooperative with cellular service.He had a signal. He pulled to



the side while he attached the digital recorder, then turned it on and made the call. She
answered after one ring, as he was pulling back onto the road and up to speed.“Where are you?”
he asked.“The apartment.”“They’re looking for you. You’re sure his attorney knows where you
are?”“He knows. Why? What’s going on?”“They want to tell you he’s dead.”He heard her voice
catch. He took the phone away from his ear so he could hold the wheel with two hands on one of
the deep curves. He then brought it back.“You there?” he asked.“Yes, I’m here. I just can’t believe
it, that’s all. I’m speechless. I didn’t think it would really happen.”You may be speechless, but
you’re talking, Clewiston thought. Keep it up.“You wanted it to happen, so it happened,” he said.
“I told you I would take care of it.”“What happened?”“He went off the road on Mulholland. It’s an
accident and you’re a rich lady now.”She said nothing.“What else do you want to know?” he
asked.“I’m not sure. Maybe I shouldn’t know anything. It will be better when they come
here.”“You’re an actress. You can handle it.”“Okay.”He waited for her to say more, glancing down
at the recorder on the center console to see the red light still glowing. He was good.“Was he in
pain?” she asked.“Hard to say. He was probably dead when they pried him out. From what I hear,
it will be a closed casket. Why do you care?”“I guess I don’t. It’s just sort of surreal that this is
happening. Sometimes I wish you never came to me with the whole idea.”“You rather go back to
being trailer park trash while he lives up on the hill?”“No, it wouldn’t be like that. My attorney says
the prenup has holes in it.”Clewiston shook his head. Second guessers. They hire his services
and then can’t live with the consequences.“What’s done is done,” he said. “This will be the last
time we talk. When you get the chance, throw the phone you’re talking on away like I told
you.”“There won’t be any records?”“It’s a throwaway. Like all the drug dealers use. Open it up,
smash the chip, and throw it all away the next time you go to McDonald’s.”“I don’t go to
McDonald’s.”“Then throw it away at The Ivy. I don’t give a shit. Just not at your house. Let things
run their course. Soon you’ll have all his money. And you double dip on the insurance because of
the accident. You can thank me for that.”He was coming up to the hairpin turn that offered the
best view of the Valley.“How do we know that they think it was an accident?”“Because I made
them think that. I told you, I have Mulholland wired. That’s what you paid for. Nobody is going to
second guess a goddamn thing. His insurance company will come in and sniff around, but they
won’t be able to change things. Just sit tight and stay cool. Say nothing. Offer nothing. Just like I
told you.”The lights of the Valley spread out in front of him before the turn. He saw a car pulled
over at the unofficial overlook. On any other night he’d stop and roust them—probably teenagers
getting it on in the backseat. But not tonight. He had to get down to the traffic office and write up
his report.“This is the last time we talk,” he said to her.He looked down at the recorder. He knew
it would be the last time they talked—until he needed more money from her.“How did you get
him to go off the road?” she asked.He smiled. They always ask that. “My friend Arty did it.”“You
brought a third party into this. Don’t you see that—”“Relax. Arty doesn’t talk.”He started into the
turn. He realized the phone had gone dead.“Hello?” he said. “Hello?”He looked at the screen. No
signal. These cheap throwaways were about as reliable as the weather.He felt his tires catch the
edge of the roadway and looked up in time to pull the car back onto the road. As he came out of



the turn, he checked the phone’s screen one more time for the signal. He needed to call her
back, let her know how it was going to be.There was still no signal.“Goddamnit!”He slapped the
phone closed on his thigh, then peered back at the road and froze as his eyes caught and held
on two glowing eyes in the headlights. In a moment he broke free and jerked the wheel right to
avoid the coyote. He corrected, but the wheels caught on the deep edge of the asphalt. He
jerked harder and the front wheel broke free and back up on the road. But the back wheel
slipped out and the car went into a slide.Clewiston had an almost clinical knowledge of what was
happening. It was as if he was watching one of the accident recreations he had prepared a
hundred times for court hearings and prosecutions.The car went into a sideways slide toward
the precipice. He knew he would hit the wooden fence—chosen by the city for aesthetic reasons
over function and safety—and that he would crash through. He knew at that moment that he was
probably a dead man.The car turned 180 degrees before blowing backwards through the safety
fence. It then went airborne and arced down, trunk first. Clewiston gripped the steering wheel as
if it was still the instrument of his control and destiny. But he knew there was nothing that could
help him now. There was no control.Looking through the windshield, he saw the beams of his
headlights pointing into the night sky. Out loud, he said, “I’m dead.”The car plunged through a
stand of trees, branches shearing off with a noise as loud as firecrackers. Clewiston closed his
eyes for the final impact. There was a sharp roaring sound and a jarring crash. The airbag
exploded from the steering wheel and snapped his neck back against his seat.Clewiston
opened his eyes and felt liquid surrounding him and rising up his chest. He thought he had
momentarily blacked out or was hallucinating. But then the water reached his neck and it was
cold and real. He could see only darkness. He was in black water and it was filling the car.He
reached down to the door and pulled on a handle but he couldn’t get the door to open. He
guessed the power locks had shorted out. He tried to bring his legs up so he could kick out one
of the shattered windows but his seat belt held him in place. The water was up to his chin now
and rising. He quickly unsnapped his belt and tried to move again but realized it hadn’t been the
impediment. His legs—both of them—were somehow pinned beneath the steering column,
which had dropped down during the impact. He tried to raise it but couldn’t get it to move an
inch. He tried to squeeze out from beneath the weight but he was thoroughly pinned.The water
was over his mouth now. By leaning his head back and raising his chin up, he gained an inch,
but that was rapidly erased by the rising tide. In less than thirty seconds the water was over him
and he was holding his last breath.He thought about the coyote that had sent him over the side.
It didn’t seem possible that what had happened had happened. A reverse cascade of bubbles
leaked from his mouth and traveled upward as he cursed.Suddenly everything was illuminated.
A bright light glowed in front of him. He leaned forward and looked out through the windshield.
He saw a robed figure above the light, arms at his side.Clewiston knew that it was over. His
lungs burned for release. It was his time. He let out all of his breath and took the water in. He
journeyed toward the light.James Crossley finished tying his robe and looked down into his
backyard pool. It was as if the car had literally dropped from the heavens. The brick wall



surrounding the pool was undisturbed. The car had to have come in over it and then landed
perfectly in the middle of the pool. About a third of the water had slopped over the side with the
impact. But the car was fully submerged except for the edge of the trunk lid, which had come
open during the landing. Floating on the surface was a lifelike mannequin dressed in old jeans
and a green military jacket. The scene was bizarre.Crossley looked up toward the crestline to
where he knew Mulholland Drive edged the hillside. He wondered if someone had pushed the
car off the road, if this was some sort of prank.He then looked back down into the pool. The
surface was calming and he could see the car more clearly in the beam of the pool’s light. And it
was then that he thought he saw someone sitting unmoving behind the steering wheel.Crossley
ripped his robe off and dove naked into the pool.NUMBER 19BY NAOMI
HIRAHARAKoreatownThe Korean women, lined up in black bras and underpants, pushed and
pulled the flesh on their individual tables as if they were kneading dough.Ann watched for a
moment and then dipped down into a steaming bath a few yards away. She was naked and
unadorned, aside from a locker key dangling from a bright orange plastic bracelet around her
wrist. She didn’t know why she even bothered securing the locker. There wasn’t much worth
taking. Her beat-up jeans, size four, extra skinny, extra tall, and a simple T-shirt. A ratty bra with a
rusty clasp and twisted underwire and matching panties. A fake leather hobo-style purse, bought
at a discount store on Hollywood Boulevard, a couple of miles from her apartment. Platform
shoes that stank of too much wear. She didn’t have a car right now, so she traveled with a
monthly bus pass. In her wallet was a fresh twenty—for the tip her coworker Marie told her to
bring—and a couple of ones.The spa had been expensive—a hundred dollars and then the
twenty dollar tip—but Marie told Ann that she needed to treat herself when she was feeling
down. “Who needs antidepressants?” she had said. “Just get a salt scrub in Koreatown.” Marie
was the only other waitress who bothered to speak to her at work. The other girls seemed
scared of Ann, as if she had some kind of sickness that they were afraid to catch.Ann lifted her
face from the hot water and brushed away wet hair plastered on her forehead. She tried not to
stare at the masseuses working in the open spa, but it was hard not to. Marie had forewarned
her about their lack of clothing. “Only makes sense, you know? It’s the same for the masseurs in
the men’s section. They scrub off your dead skin and then rinse you off. Everyone gets wet. If
they’re going to get soaked, they might as well wear bathing suits.”But these weren’t swimsuits—
at least it didn’t look that way from the jacuzzi.About every ten minutes, a masseuse would leave
her station and call out an assigned number into the open spa. Ann’s masseuse was Number
19, which was written and circled on the envelope she had received, along with two square pink
washcloth mitts. The texture of the cloth was rough, like sandpaper. “You’ll feel like you’re getting
rid of all of the asshole customers we had to deal with this past week,” Marie had told her. “A little
pain for pleasure.”Ann was all for pain. She preferred hot baths—scalding ones, in fact. Her
fingers right now were becoming shriveled, to the point that the outside layer of skin was almost
melting off.“Nine-teen. Nine-teen.” One of the masseuses called out. The slick plastic table next
to her was empty.Ann drew herself out of the tub. The tile floor was slippery and she clutched



onto her washcloths and envelope while holding her thin cotton robe and towel over her bare
front. The massage table area smelled dank and slightly syrupy—not a fragrance that she had
ever encountered before.Number 19, her black hair frizzed from a bad perm and held back with
bobby pins, must have been in her mid-forties at least. The skin around her jowls, below her
armpits, and around her belly seemed soft and pudgy. Ann had seen that look before. It was
comforting, reassuring. She could imagine melting in those fleshy arms so that her body would
no longer be floating without an anchor.Number 19 took Ann’s robe and towel and hung them on
a hook beside a steaming barrel of water. The envelope went on a shelf. “Lie down.” She nudged
Ann toward the slippery plastic table. Even that gentle touch made Ann flinch—when was the
last time someone had touched her bare back? Ann did as she was told, turning her head
toward the left. She could see that the waistband of Number 19’s black panties was torn. The
masseuse took one of the pink washcloths and Ann heard her squirt liquid—the seaweed salt
treatment, no doubt—onto the center of the mitt.The slosh of water from the barrel came next. It
was lukewarm, not hot like the jacuzzi’s water.Then Number 19 began scrubbing her shoulders,
her backside, her legs. Ann now understood what Marie was talking about. All the bad residue
from work seemed to be stripping away from her body, breaking up, disintegrating with each
scrub and rinse of water.Number 19 then tapped Ann on the shoulder and gestured for her to
turn over.Ann didn’t have much breasts to speak of. It didn’t bother her that they looked more like
a chubby pubescent boy’s chest, rather than a woman’s. She had no desire to buy implants like
a few of her coworkers. She remembered when her body was just developing and she was
sitting in the backyard with her mother, aunt, and a girl cousin about Ann’s same age—maybe
ten. Ann didn’t know why, but all of sudden her mother and aunt lifted up Ann and her cousin’s
cotton shirts and undershirts, revealing puffs of growing breasts. They each squeezed a breast
as if they were testing rolls of bread in an oven. The two women then laughed and returned to
their cigarettes and gossip. Ann and her cousin didn’t know what all the fuss was about. Ann
didn’t feel violated or abused, just that she wasn’t privy to a secret that her body apparently
held.After the washing came the massage. Number 19 twisted her fists and fingers into knots
that had developed throughout Ann’s back from carrying heavy trays of ceramic dishes. The pain
shot down into the center of her lower body and even moved to her toes. Then came the
slapping down her spine. The slapping made Ann feel delirious.No one really talked in the spa,
so there was no sound of voices or music, only the sloshing of water, slapping, and scrubbing.
The spa took on a rhythm that was more felt than heard.Ann herself wasn’t the type to initiate
conversation, but somehow the loosening of the knots in her shoulders made her more bold.
“When did you come here? You know, to this country?” she asked in a low voice, while Number
19 slathered moisturizer on her back.The masseuse paused for a moment. From the corner of
her eye, Ann could see her frown and suck on the inside of her cheeks. It was as if Ann had
accused her of doing something wrong.She took a deep breath and whispered in Ann’s ear,
“Two year.” Number 19’s breath felt warm and actually smelled sweet, like fresh milk with sugar
mixed in. She then did a last squeeze of Ann’s shoulders. “Very tight,” she said as Ann got up



from the table.Ann didn’t know how to say waitress in Korean, so she mimed writing in an order
pad.“Oh, that’s good job.” Number 19’s voice sounded sad, as if she knew that her job—cleaning
naked bodies in black underwear—was anything but good.Ann attempted to correct the
masseuse—she must have thought she was secretary or something—but Number 19 was
already calling out into the open spa, “Nine-teen, nineteen.” Their session was officially over.Ann
returned to the locker room to retrieve her clothes. The dressing room had a couple of hair
dryers but the vanity area was so crowded that Ann opted to just comb her wet hair and let it air
dry.When she went into the waiting room, the desk clerk and manager, a Korean woman with
immaculate skin and oversized glasses, explained the spa’s tip policy. “Twenty dollars in
envelope, and you put in here,” she said, pointing to a locked wooden box. “Make sure number is
on the envelope.”Ann did what she was told, but felt uneasy. Why had Number 19 hesitated
before explaining when she had come to this country? Her arrival or stay may not have been
through legal channels, Ann figured. And the silence in the massage room—it didn’t seem to
exist to promote relaxation, but to snuff out secrets. Would Number 19 get her twenty dollars?
Ann wondered. She walked out the doors toward a driving range where golfers were hitting balls
into a large green net, two stories high. Ann had learned to play golf when she was a teenager
from one of her mother’s boyfriends. “Never know when you’ll need to know the game,” he had
told her. She watched the golfers for a few minutes, debating whether she should go back into
the spa and make sure Number 19 received her tip. But she decided against it. Who was she,
anyway? She was an outsider. She didn’t understand the spa’s ways.That night Ann tossed and
turned in her sleep. She had a nightmare and woke up gasping for air as if someone was trying
to keep her from breathing.After that first time at the Korean spa, Ann knew that she had to feel
the touch and hear the voice of Number 19 again. But it had taken her three months to save up
that initial hundred and twenty-five dollars. If she wanted to go again, she would have to be more
aggressive in placing money in her personal bank, an old pickle jar where she stuffed extra bills
and change from her daily tips. She began collecting her neighbors’ empty soda cans and
walking to a recycling shack near the local supermarket and waiting alongside homeless junkies
to exchange cans for coins. Three weeks later she rolled the quarters, dimes, nickels, and
pennies on a TV tray. She came up with fifty dollars in change. With her fiveand one-dollar bills in
tips, she had enough to cover the spa.This time she was more bold in her questions. “You have a
car?”“Bus. Two stops to Hobart.”Ann knew the bus line that traveled that route.“What’s your
name?”“No name. Only number.”Ann asked her questions while lying on the massage table. She
noticed that the tear in Number 19’s underpants was getting larger and wondered why she didn’t
use some of her tip money to buy a new pair. She ended up not asking her, but the question
remained in her mind.Before she left, the masseuse stared up at Ann’s face.“Nice,” she said.Ann
furrowed her eyebrows.Number 19 pointed to Ann’s eyes. “Very pretty.”* * *About two weeks
later, Marie told her some bad news at work. “The bitch laid me off. Said I talk too much. I think
it’s just an excuse because business has been so slow.” Marie ripped the apron from her waist
and whirled the combination on her locker in the back room of the restaurant. “It’s just as well. I’m



sick of L.A. I’m going back home.”Ann couldn’t remember where home was, but it was some
state shaped like a rectangle in the middle of the U.S.“You can get another job.”“Yeah, another
one at a dump like this. It’s not worth it anymore.” Marie removed her purse from a hook in the
locker and looped it through her arm. “You know, Ann, you might think of moving on too.”Ann was
jumpy all day. She messed up two orders and accidentally broke a juice glass. She was relieved
that she worked the day shift and had the evening to herself. When she got home, she noticed
that the pickle jar was only halffull of change, not nearly enough for a full salt scrub, but enough
for the use of the jacuzzi. At least she could see Number 19. It was early evening on Thursday,
past 7:00, so maybe she would be on her last customer. They might even have time to go out,
have a cup of coffee, thought Ann.Number 19 was in the middle of a massage when she arrived.
Her customer was a tall, thin woman, about Ann’s size. Ann watched from the jacuzzi, her
eyelashes clumping together in the steam. Two other women were in the tub; one had placed a
wet towel over her forehead and had closed her eyes.Number 19 seemed in an unusually good
mood. She smiled a couple of times and dipped her head down to her customer’s ear. And then
—no, it couldn’t be—it seemed that Number 19 was laughing. Ann wiped the sweat drops from
her eyelashes. She stumbled out of the tub, her knees almost sliding on the tile. But Number 19
didn’t bother looking her way.Ann slipped on her clothes without properly drying her body, so the
sleeves of her shirt clung awkwardly to her upper arms. She felt embarrassed about being so
upset. This was Number 19’s workplace, after all. She had to be friendly to all the other
customers.Ann left the massage room and crossed over to the driving range to hit a bucket of
balls. Since she didn’t have any clubs, she had to rent a nine iron too. She hadn’t hit balls since
her mother’s ex-boyfriend had left them. Seven irons were the most versatile clubs, her mother’s
ex-boyfriend had said. If you had a decent swing, you could even tee off with a seven iron at a
three-par course. You could never go wrong with that club.She placed a ball on a one-inch
plastic tube, a substitute tee, on the plastic grass pad. She then overswung three times, missing
the ball completely. Remember not to muscle the ball, her mother’s ex-boyfriend had said. Don’t
force it. Just use the laws of nature and gravity. Ann relaxed and slowed down. Soon she was in
a groove and the ball was sailing past the hundred-foot marker.“Hey, lady, you want more balls?”
asked a teenager who was collecting the empty metal buckets at some point.Ann looked down
and saw her bucket was empty. How long had she been taking swings without the ball?“It works
better with balls, you know.”After the sun went down, Ann decided to return to the massage
waiting room. The wooden box was unlocked and the desk clerk was slitting open the tip
envelopes with a knife. On top of the reception table were neat stacks of twentydollar bills.“We
closed,” the clerk said, finally noticing Ann. She smiled as if she knew of an inside joke. Her
magenta lipstick looked freshly applied.Ann couldn’t imagine why the clerk needed to looked
well-groomed to count money. She figured the clerk must be a higher-up, maybe a manager.
“You know that’s their money, not yours.”“We pay them tomorrow. They will get their money, I
assure you.”Once Ann returned to the apartment, she ate a bowl of tomato soup she had bought
from the 99 cents store. It was a brand she had never heard of; the soup, which had the



consistency of silt, was a strange crayon orange color. Marie had been right—business had
slowed down considerably and now people were leaving their spare change instead of dollar
bills for tips. Ann looked for Marie’s cell phone number in her purse and dialed it. A man
answered the phone.“Is Marie there?”“Huh? I think you got the wrong number.”Ann ended the
call and tried again.“I told you that you have the wrong number, okay?!” The man then cursed,
warning Ann that there would be consequences if she called a third time.That night Ann fell
asleep to a repeat of a late-night talk show, voices laughing at jokes that didn’t make much
sense anymore.The next evening, Ann returned to the block where the spa was located, but this
time she waited at Number 19’s bus stop. She didn’t know if she would recognize the masseuse
with her clothes on, but the minute she and another masseuse walked across the street, Ann got
up from the bench.“Did you get your tip money?” she asked.The masseuse and her friend
looked afraid.“This is America. You have rights—it doesn’t matter if you’re illegal or not.”Just
then, a bus roared to the stop and the two women rushed to get inside.“Next time I’ll give you the
tip. Or give me your address. I’ll send you the money,” Ann said from the street. The doors folded
together; the bus sighed before joining the lines of traffic.“I’d like to see Number 19.” Ann stood
in front of the check-in desk of the spa on Friday. It was the same manager, only this time she
was wearing tangerine lipstick instead of magenta.“One hundred dollars.”Ann wasn’t about to
admit that she didn’t have the money. “I just need to speak with her.”“Number 19 working.”A
couple of other women in yoga pants entered the waiting room and the manager turned her
attention to them. Ann kept her place at the front of the line, but the manager just moved over to
the side to collect the women’s money and give them their towels and robes.“You bother our
customers,” the manager said after they left for the locker room.“I need to talk with Number
19.”“Number 19 doesn’t want to see you.”“You didn’t even speak to her. You don’t know.”The
manager adjusted her glasses and pointed to a sign above a glass shelf that held beauty
products. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE SERVICE TO ANYONE, it read. Ann was
very familiar with the sign. They had the same one at the restaurant.“Listen,” Ann said, raising
her voice, “I can close this place down, you know.”“Yah, yah.” The manager turned her back to
Ann and rearranged some bottles of body scrub on the glass shelf.“I’ll tell immigration that you’re
using illegals.”The manager snapped her head back toward Ann. “What has Number 19 told
you?”Ann’s stomach felt queasy. Maybe she had gone too far. The last thing that she wanted to
do was get Number 19 in trouble with her boss. “Nothing,” she said. “Just that you better watch
out.”Ann walked out of the waiting room and went to the driving range to release some tension.
This time she chose a spot on the far left side so she could keep an eye on the massage room
door. One of her balls was sailing to the hundred-fifty-foot mark when she noticed someone
leaving the massage room.Number 19. By herself.“Number 19!” she called out, and quickly
walked over to face her.The masseuse lowered her head, as if she was preparing to experience
something distasteful. One of her bobby pins was coming loose, and Ann fought the urge to
push it back in her hair.“What’s wrong? Did your manager do something to you? I tried to set her
straight—that tip money is yours.”“Why you say anything? Not your business.” Number 19



continued walking, and Ann pulled at her elbow.Number 19 wrestled back her arm and Ann was
surprised to experience her wrath. “I fire!”Ann couldn’t believe this news. “I was just trying to help
you. You have to understand.”“No job. No money. How can I live? You understand?” Number 19
ran down the stairs and Ann, still carrying her nine iron, chased after her. But the masseuse
knew the ins and outs of the building better than Ann, who lost track of her, then dashed outside
and asked the security guard if he had seen the masseuse walking by. The security guard shook
his head, so Ann headed to the bus stop to find Number 19. But there was no sign of her.After
an hour, Ann went to speak to the manager again. “You need to give Number 19 her job back.”“I
need to do nothing.” The wooden tip box was open again, the stacks of twenties lined up beside
it. “Get out. You can’t prove anything.”
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Parker, “but the A-List authors was what sold me on this one of the best in the Noir Anthology
series. The map inside the front matter pinpointing each short story's location was an added
value. it was especially helpful to non-Angeleno readers, but the A-List authors was what sold
me on this one of the best in the Noir Anthology series.”

Henry SATX, “Excellent writing. I enjoyed this collection. Often I wonder how come some of
these stories don't get made into a movie.”

Tina Marie Ness, “Good read.. I like the short stories. My husband and I can read it and not
concern ourselves with losing the other's place.”

Nana_, “Amazing book.. Just as described. Amazing book.”

The book by Denise Hamilton has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 44 people have provided feedback.
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